
I could be doomed - I could be doomed to get every genetic disease known to mankind - however, I get to live in ignorant bliss - why? - 
because as some of you know I was found on the doorstep of the police station in Mokpo, South Korea when I was about one - so I 
know zero about who my birth parents are, what they were like, what genetic propensities I may have - I just don’t know

I was adopted when I was about 2.5 - so at that time in 1976, it was just my two parents, whom some of you have met - they were here earlier 
this past week and my oldest sister who was born to my parents

Then a year and a half later, my parents adopted my brother and sister - so they are biologically brother and sister to each other
So from February 1st to July 13th, the four older children are all one year apart
Then in 1982, my little sister was born to my parents - so she was 6 years off the tail end - we tortured her quite badly - we buried her in the 

sandbox - we told her to stick her head in the clothes shoot on the main floor - then we would go upstairs and drop underwear on her 
head - I would tell you some other things we did but I don't want to give the kids any ideas - I always say she turned out the best 
because we tortured her the most

Lucky she is still alive and for some odd reason, to this day she is kind of anti-war, kind of a pacifist 
It is a lot easier to love each other now that we only see each other a couple times a year - now that we are older and somewhat more civil, it 

is great fun being part of a larger family - each person has their personality and gifts to bring to the family dynamics
Now we weren’t perfect in any way - in fact, when I was in early high school we had to spend a day in court for one of my siblings - but that’s 

another story
It’s a little harder to get along when you are all living under the same roof - my dad when come and home and upon seeing all the dirty cups 

on the counter would ask, “How many of you are there? Why do you need a new cup each time?” Or another line would be, “When you 
get older, I’m going to come to your place and leave towels all over your bathroom floor.”

Yes, almost every confession I have with young people is about obeying parents and not being mean to their siblings
To which I tell them, especially the teenagers, that they have reached an age where sometimes you realize that what your parents are asking 

isn’t fair - maybe they are asking you to come home on Friday at 8 PM for no particular reason… - yes, I realize that is unfair, but 
because of the Fourth Commandment you should still obey them

I also ask them if their siblings are annoying - they always are - I tell them, “Well welcome to the club. It’s just a fact of life.” - I was talking to 
someone this week about how you kind of tell when someone is an only-child - let’s just say some of them have an unrealistic idea 
about their place in the world - siblings do a good job of making sure that we are humbled on a regular basis whether we deserve it or 
not - I tell them that just because their sibling is being annoying to you doesn’t mean you have to be annoying back - you can be the 
one that stops the cycle

We hear in the readings that fathers should not aggravate their children or provoke them so it is good that children are obedient to their 
parents, to their fathers, it is also good for parents to be kind, realistic to their children

This is what being part of a family is all about - this is what being in a marriage is all about
Now our world today thinks that the main or the sole purpose of marriage is to give a label to the love that two people have for each other
If this were true, then in some ways, same-sex marriage would make sense
However, the Catholic Church believes and teaches that even more important than giving license to the love between two people, marriage 

provides the possibility for the procreation of children and the environment for raising children - every study after study shows that 
children are most likely to succeed in a traditional family, with both a mom and a father - now there may be individual cases where 
children from a traditional family does worse or a child from a one parent family does better, but in general, statistically, children do 
better in a traditional family 



Now the love and relationship between the husband and wife creates this environment, this environment in which the children can thrive - and 
so, as we call them, the two b’s, babies and bonding, are both important, but in some ways the bonding is at the service of the purpose 
of babies - hence, why the Church teaches by its very definition and purpose, marriage is between a man and a woman

In fact, in the Catholic Church, if a couple were to approach me and say we are not planning nor are we open to having children, then I can’t 
marry them in the Catholic Church - obviously if it was an older couple the question then becomes do they promise not to do anything 
that would prevent life even though the possibility of conception is zero to none - Just to kind of get under their skin, I like to remind 
them that Sarah, Abraham’s wife, and Elizabeth, and some other women of the Bible that were well past their years, still bore a child - 
so you never know

As parents, your number one duty, your number one calling and vocation as parents is not to raise a national merit scholar, or a basketball 
star, or a football star - all of those things are important and it is true, studies do show that students who are in extra curricular activities 
tend to do better - but that is not your number one goal or number one priority - rather it is to raise them to love God and His 
commandments

Vatican II called the family the domestic church - It is here we first learn about priorities, about what is important, about love and concern, 
about God and His commandments

So yes, we should give our children skills for life on earth, but even more importantly, we should give them skills for eternal life, eternal life in 
heaven

Sometimes when I see younger girls, I wonder how they ever made it out of the house dressed the way they do - when I’ve asked parents, 
they say it is harder and harder to find clothes that are modest for young girls - I think this is especially important for fathers and 
husbands - I realize this is usually an area for the wife, but in some ways I don’t think women ever fully understand how visual some 
men are - and so it is important for fathers and husbands be the ones to help their young daughters dress modestly - we also need to 
protest their innocence up to a certain age and so sometimes it may just come down to “You can’t wear that because I told you so.”

It is also important for fathers and husbands to treat their wives with love and respect and honor and to cherish them - Why? - Because, by 
observing you, your boys will learn how to treat their wives - also your daughters will see how you treat your wife, her mother, and they 
will expect their husbands to treat them in that way as well

Now psychologists say that it is harder for boys to grow up because they have to transition their identity from their mother to their father - thus, 
it is important for fathers to encourage and validate the masculinity in their sons

As you know, today we are celebrating the Feast of the Holy Family of Jesus, Mary, and Joseph - we look to them for inspiration - we also look 
to them for intercession - we look to them as a model of how our families should be - we can pray to them - we can ask for their help - 
we can ask for their intercession

Family time is meant to be special - even at Baptisms, the couple promises to raise their child in the faith and so that is, again, the number 
one goal as parents 

Now it is true, that at times our more adult children may stray from the Faith - I know from talking to older parents that this is often a concern 
that their child has fallen away from the Faith - sometimes all we can do is pray - they know what we believe, they know the Truth, but 
they have rejected it - we know that God loves them even more than we do so we can pray for His intercession

We can take inspiration from St. Monica who prayed for her son, St. Augustine for many decades before he finally came to the Faith; that he 
believed in Jesus - he ended up being one of the early great theologians - he became a bishop

So we should never give up hope on what God can do
Today, no matter what stage our family may be in, no matter what our concerns may be, we can turn to the Holy Family for intercession and 

prayers


